and Irish-related material do achieve a modest degree of attention. It is, as my subtitle declares, a cautionary tale, one that takes into account the nature of the North American market-the most important film market in the world-and the nature of the films available to be distributed. Caution is also required in assessing an academic researcher's sources when quoting dollar figures. For example, Barry Litman and Hoekyun Ahn suggest that on average a $50 million box-office gross will generate 200,000 sales of videocassettes. They estimate that ancillary markets account for only 20 per cent of a movie's income. However, although this ratio seems ridiculously low in the age of merchandising and a slew of other ancillary rights and income streams, they tellingly admit reliable figures are hard to come by due to "the proprietary nature of these data" (Litman 1998: 193) . Yet, despite these uncertainties, it is my contention that contrary to screenwriter William Goldman's colourful remarks above, we actually do know a fair amount about what "works" and what doesn't in Irish film distribution from a variety of angles. I inevitably approach my subject from a Canadian perspective, but this does have the advantage of an analogous experience in discussing the regional, national and international contexts of film practice for English-language cinema seeking American success.
Hollywood North is the site of many US movies, TV movies of the week and TV series; it's estimated that in the Vancouver region alone, such activity amounts to $1.2 Billion (Canadian) per year, and some $3.3 Billion in ancillary industries and services. This unprecedented American influx has manifested itself in the last twenty years. Indeed, Neil Jordan mentions in his forward to the High Spirits published screenplay that he was, 3 at the time, the only director in Hollywood who did not have a project in British Columbia (Jordan 1989: xi) . Ironically, he was to remedy this perceived deficit the following year when We're No Angels was shot in B.C. 1 Why, one might ask, is the westernmost province of Canada the repository of so much Hollywood money? The low Canadian dollar-in 2002 the Canadian dollar averaged between 62 and 66 cents American-is the strongest reason. But also Vancouver and its outlying areas have great scenery, lots of variety in buildings, excellent infrastructure, a modern economy, and English-speaking majority, many experienced crews, tax incentives, and is-for editing purposes-only a couple of hours by air from Los Angeles with which it shares the same time zone. Primarily, however, Vancouver, and Toronto and Winnipeg for that matter, can "pass" as a US city. Initially, the American arrival was seen by many Canadian filmmakers as a cultural invasion, a commercial, crafts and technical success story, but one which did little for Canadian writers and directors interested in Canadian stories. That's a familiar lament around the world whenever and wherever Hollywood dominance intrudes in the non-American psyche.
But gradually, what was clearly a difficulty began to be rethought. Federal and provincial agencies alongside private and public broadcasters provided monies to the young directors and producers emerging from Vancouver's university and private film schools to be the beneficiaries of crews and technicians eager to work on alternative, small scale or non-blockbuster material. Also, the cultural mindset of young filmmakers began to change from the cultural nationalism of the 1970s to a greater appreciation that English-4 Canadian film is just part of a North American audio-visual industry which takes no position, except that of assessing profit, in the selection of material for distribution. In other words, a compromise was reached. Some directors, like Lynne Stopkevich in a film such as Kissed (1997), a film about necrophilia made for $1 million, found their work the subject of a bidding war between major American distributors. A budding auteur, such as Bruce Sweeney, whose latest and third feature, The Last Wedding (2001), will no doubt have at least a television and video life in Europe, is emboldened enough to demand potential distributors to invest in his next feature as part of any distribution deal. It is with such small steps that an indigenous film industry is built, and, more importantly, maintained. 2 Now, it may be that Canada has the best and worst of both worlds-it sleeps next to the elephant and must adapt accordingly whenever the animal decides to change position on the bed. One might argue that this is the relationship between the UK and Ireland, and many have written that the Irish cinema today is essentially a British television industry-what is the recently feted Bloody Sunday (Paul Greengrass, 2002 ) but a British production? However, it seems to me that it is possible to see the UK and Ireland as one entity, as a potential Hollywood East, not so much a location for Hollywood offshore productions-which, of course, is very apparent in Irish cinema history--but in the possible partnerships that can occur between the needs of the Hollywood studios for the American marketplace and indigenous British and Irish material. The conjoining of the UK and Ireland is a reality for the reporting of box-office results in such trade journals as Variety, and it is a reality for Irish production budgets. Looking at the larger picture, there's a further argument that British film production has only really succeeded commercially when a British company has made a decent distribution and production financing deal with an American major or mini-major. Working Title's recent deal with Universal has at least allowed a more serious entry into the North American market for its films. On the William Goldman 'Nobody knows anything' school of criticism, the case of The Crying Game (Neil Jordan, 1992 ) is trotted out. How is it that Miramax was able to purchase a film--that didn't return its European and Japanese investment--for between $1 million and $1.5 million and gross $63 million in the domestic North American market? (Giles 1997: 46) Miramax's heralded marketing creativity of which much has been written on this film.
The Crying Game is, however, the exception, the dream ticket, hiding a more prosaic reality.
Naturally, my title, "Hollywood East" is somewhat tongue-in-cheek, for, after all, isn't the East "Asia" or, in its most rarefied artistic form for Western audiences, Madama
Butterfly, set in Nagasaki, a Treaty Port where colonizer, colonized and partly colonized met and did business? It's not so far-fetched to be conscious that Ireland and Irish film are a peculiar East to North Americans. And when that East is imported and attempts are made at marketing and advertising it, it should be no surprise that certain aspects-both emergent and residual-of this culturally colonized East should be deemed more interesting than others. I argue here, and I think without much debate, judging by those films previously circulated, that there are key tropes that appear to American distributors to be sellable. These are: (1) Irish whimsy with querky humour, including offbeat genre films; (2) "Troubles" films with passion and violence; (3) the achievement of rising above (or at least fighting against) poverty or injustice; and (4), what I'd like to call, "Diasporic meanderings." A possibly controversial claim here is that Irish cinema in North American eyes is a cinema of the study of failure, and the task of the North American distributor is how to market failure experiences as watch-able noble successes. Paul Quinn, 1998) delve into that well of the ruptured family history, and yet also climb nobly out of the experience once immersed. In the frenzied atmosphere of political correctness and the identity politics of the 1990s, such films allowed white Americans to value themselves and be valued. is not verifiable without a forensic accounting and privileged access are the production budget actuals and the specific amounts that filter back from the theatre owner to the distributor to the originating production company. For example, Will Silke (2002:23) estimates that 35 per cent to 40 per cent of US box-office would be returned to an "indie" distributor, with at most 50 per cent of that returning to the producer (so $1 million boxoffice translates into approximately $150,000-$200,000 to the originating company).
Every deal is different, however, and signed before the film is released, thereby incorporating a high degree of risk investment. To take a contemporary example, BBC News Online ( often at least 33 per cent of a film's budget is required for marketing purposes, a figure that appears to be rising. Whereas a large bookstore can display 10-20,000 new titles every year, the initial theatrical window for films in North America in the 1990s always 11 accommodated fewer than 500 major releases. The competition to achieve one of those spots, particularly outside the in-house studio productions, is therefore fierce. Canadian screens in 1999 (this figure includes 125 films initially released in 1998 that carried over), 121 or 27 per cent were officially European (Cinecittà 2000: 48) . At first glance, this figure appears impressive, until you realise that 30 were co-productions with the US, 13 were international co-productions without the US, and the remaining 78 were
European productions or co-productions. Of the $791 million European films secured at the US and Canadian box-office (12 percent of overall Gross), 80 per cent of that amount came from the 30 co-productions with the US and only 17 percent from European only productions.
Naturally, the key distributors' ability to spend at least a third of the production budget on advertising is an enormous part of their success. And it's the main reason why the independent distributors can only hope for moderate coverage and reward. Thus, to talk about distributable Irish film focusing on theme, character, setting and style or genre is only part of the equation. To some extent, the rich studio distributed film versus the poor 13 independent distributed film is a constant, but the variable is that an Irish film can be a studio distributable film.
Consider the various kinds of feature film finance/distribution scenarios, reproduced here from John W. Cones' The Feature Film Distribution Deal (1997: 30 by an independent production company whereupon they may keep the attached producer and director or select their own. In both cases, they assume all costs. The third option-14 the negative pickup-is more complex, whereby an independent producer and director can come to the studio for partial production and distribution funds and services; in return, their film may have to meet certain aesthetic requirements (casting, changed ending, etc.), depending on the extent of the completion of the film. Distributors will want to see a rough assembly to decide upon the wisdom of a negative pickup arrangement. Having the studio onside for distribution will often trigger funds from other lenders/investors to complete the film. A fourth option-the acquisition deal-is also common. It's the hope of young filmmakers as they premiere their work at festivals that a distributor will buy their film with generous terms. The fifth option-rent-a-distributoris a final chance for those films not picked up by or at festivals, although this strategy is only for the true believer with deep pockets. Knowing that European films cover at best only 12 per cent of the Gross Box-office, a US distributor who is approached with a project will ask the obvious questions:
Is the Director bankable, or at least clearly competent?
Is there a star attached?
If no stars, what other compelling hook is there?
Is the property pre-sold? Based on a successful book or life story?
Will it be PG13 or R?-the two commonly successful adult movie ratings.
If humorous, will it be a good spring/summer release? If serious, will it be a good A film is marketable when there is, as Justin Wyatt remarks, 'the match between a star and a project, a pre-sold premise (such as a remake or adaptation of a best-selling novel) and a concept which taps into a national trend or sentiment' (Wyatt 1994: 15) . To this statement, one can emphasise merchandizing, including the music soundtrack possibilities, and any other synergies to suit the vertically integrated and increasingly laterally integrated conglomerates that are highly interested in every North American major release for future global ancillary profit. If Irish filmmakers and producers wish to "crack" the North American market, they have to understand the constraints I have mentioned in this essay, hire good entertainment lawyers, seek out quality 'indie' distributors after trying the majors and mini-majors for co-production, and examine the themes of their film to judge whether it taps into or originally reworks what I have termed here "Hollywood East."
